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The journey of a traveller from an amber list
country
Day 8: Traveller completes PCR
test
The traveller will continue to
quarantine, if the result is positive
the 10 days extends from test date

Day 2: Traveller completes
PCR test
The traveller will continue to
quarantine, if the result is
positive the 10 days extends
from test date

Pre travel: Traveller
completes PLF and books
tests
The passenger locator form
indicates the intention to travel
to UK. Traveller will take a
PCR test prior to arrival and
book additional tests for days
2 and 8 of quarantine

Day 0: Passenger
returns to UK
Once returned to the UK
quarantine begins for 10
days, at the address on
the PLF

Day 5: Optional test to
release
The traveller will take a test
on day 5 of quarantine, and
can be released early if a
negative result is received
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Day10: Quarantine ends
After 10 days the traveller
will have completed
quarantine if all test results
have returned negative
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The data is received from DHSC and processed by
the run team
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Local
Police

Passenger receives
a call from IAC
Test and trace staff
are guided by an app
for script and workflow

DHSC cleanse outcome
data
The call outcomes are
cleansed and appropriate
ones shared with HO service

Passenger receives visit
from Mitie
After processing, the
passenger will receive a visit
to the PLF address to
confirm compliance

Outcomes received from
Mitie
Review cases and select
those required for follow up
or police referral in some
cases

Run team cleanse and
prioritise
Data is removed for reasons
such as: out-of-scope
postcode (NI), travellers from
Ireland, individuals'
quarantine period has ended
or data falls past day 8 of the
period

Passenger may receive
follow up visit
Where compliance is still
not confirmed*, the
passenger will receive a
second Mitie visit

Currently maximum of two visits conducted

Passenger may receive visit
from police
If compliance is not confirmed
after two visits or there are other
issues with the visit

Outcomes from Police are
reviewed
The mailbox is monitored to
maintain record of the
outcomes from Police referrals

HO run team share with
Mitie
The data is shared in a set
format, many fields from the
PLF, via Egress
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Mitie are conducting visits using an app and set
workflow
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Summary of the service since 8th April

The service went live on 8th April, and has rapidly scaled up and has more than tripled the
system capacity for visiting arrivals.

Staff have been carrying out checks on those quarantining at home following international
travel since 9th April. More than 530,000 visits have been carried out to date which is c.6,500
per day across the service.
Following a visit, the outcomes are 61% compliant to date, however over the past two weeks the
average has increased to 68%. For non-compliant visits there have been c.30 police referrals
per day which is less than 0.5% of all visits.
Mitie are able to conduct visits all over England, as shown in the image. The majority, around
41%, have taken place in London.
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Wrap up & questions

Questions?
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